Accelerating Insurance
Digital Transformation through
Dynamic DRC APIs
APIs have become essential tools for business ecosystems across industries, but
insurance lags behind. Most platforms already deliver basic APIs, however changing
lines of business parameters can involve laborious and error-prone manual processes.
The versatility of dynamic APIs speed the development and rollout of new products
offering a clear business bonus. In addition to reducing the time and expense of
interoperability, faster integration allows for plug-and-play partnerships and a
seamless customer experience, along with more rapid prototyping of new products.
Perhaps most importantly, DRC’s APIs enable insurers to have complete control
to craft the customer experience through all user channels while harnessing the
underlying power of our technologies. In fact, dynamic APIs are so important they
don’t simply expedite connection and collaboration — APIs offer a fundamental
strategic advantage. Now dynamic DRC APIs open up new opportunities for the Specialty
Market available nowhere else.
Connectivity To Quote, New Business, Issuance, Renewals, Billing and More
Whether you are looking to connect an agent
portal, an underwriting portal or work directly
with consumers via a mobile app, DRC's APIs
enable insurers to safely create new programs
and collect the required data.
DRC's APIs, like the new DRC Rater, are key
drivers of growth and digital transformation by:

Facilitating the integration of backend data and applications
Empowering carriers and brokers to work more efficiently and
productively than ever before
Updating product changes automatically as they occur, allowing
users to collect and represent data in real-time for completion
and submission
Moving data among disparate systems and building use cases for further
investment in dynamic APIs across the digital business platform

No-Cost, High-Speed Two-Week Challenge
DRC understands the risk involved to the vendor selection committee, especially with the rapid advances in current technology. That’s why we offer a
no-cost, no-obligation Two-Week Challenge, which allows you to test what our technologies can do, no strings attached. Our product configuration team
will build out a product that matches the existing functionality in your production environment to show how your business can run faster and more
efficiently with DRC.

Quote

Policy

You've never quoted like
this before. Full automation.
Unlimited flexibility.

No matter how complex or how
many exceptions, our policy
processing has you covered.

Rating
All-new RS X Rating built
for business strength,
performance and reliability.

Billing
Submit one payment or one
million with equal security,
accuracy and efficiency.

Claims

Agency Admin

Expert workflows and extensive
controls make your claims
processing effortless.

Producers come and go.
Manage, document and verify
eligibility for every single one.

Flexible, Adaptive
Policy Administration
Across Quote, Policy, Rating, Billing, Claims and
Agency Administration, DRC furnishes configurable,
scalable technology that provides complete policy
administration for personal, commercial and
specialty insurance. It’s a complete insurance
platform with dynamic underwriting portals,
allowing insurers of all sizes to enjoy easy access
to powerful functionality tailored to service their
customers’ unique needs.

DRC’s API Library
Our robust, comprehensive library of dynamic APIs allows carriers to individually deploy, adjust and redeploy
modules without affecting the entire system. Compared to the slow roll-out and error messages that stem
from basic APIs, DRC’s advanced APIs increase the quality of the data, the customer experience and the overall
success of the partnership. APIs cover the critical “last mile” to enable insurers to create a universal experience
— efficiently and easily.

About DRC
For nearly half a century, DRC has provided powerful and trusted software solutions to the Property & Casualty
(P&C) insurance industry. Large carriers, small start-ups and MGAs alike in the United States and globally deploy
DRC’s SaaS and onsite solutions to manage total written premiums in excess of $7 billion. DRC's web-based
administration system expedites implementation, lowers costs and simplifies maintenance across insurance
products. Our leading RS X Rating allows business users who price risks and model products in Microsoft Excel®
workbooks to create a version-controlled, web service process throughout the entire insurance ecosystem
with minimal need for any programming resource. All DRC clients receive market-leading solutions, expert
implementation and our commitment to deliver to their complete satisfaction.
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